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From inspecting hoisting beams in the 
nuclear industry in France or a gas plant in 

Tunisia through to testing a Dutch heavy-lift 
floating crane, there is literally ‘never a dull 
moment’ at Liftal. In the offshore industry, 
the company has also built up an impressive 
track record. The burgeoning offshore wind 
industry in the North Sea needs ever-larger 
turbines, resulting in new challenges for 
offshore wind operators and heavy-lift 
contractors. Liftal is the expert who ensures 
that operations are carried out in safety. 
Liftal’s scope of work includes installing, 
maintaining, testing, inspecting and certifying 
lifting and hoisting equipment. Although 
most of the work takes place at Liftal’s three 
locations – two in the Dutch ports of 
Vlissingen and Yerseke  and one in Temse 
(Belgium) – maintenance, repair and testing 

can be carried out at any other location, even 
at sea. 

Always on Top of Everything
One of the company’s strengths lies in its 
close collaboration with suppliers and 
customers. For Liftal, it is all about trusting 
and helping each other. With its continuous 
provision of tailor-made solutions, the 
company adjusts to the specific needs of the 
customer, which means carrying out a 
substantial number of test cases and being 
on top of everything that is happening in the 
business. There is always a solution, but of 
course safety is one of the top priorities. The 
company has all equipment and knowledge 
in-house. Because of its specialist intake and 
extra service, Liftal has the ability to take 
control of the entire supply chain.

LIFTINg AND hOISTINg Are eVerYDAY AcTIVITIeS IN The OFFShOre INDuSTrY 

AND OperATOrS AND cONTrAcTOrS mAke A greAT eFFOrT TO eNSure ThAT 

The jOB TO Be DONe IS cArrIeD OuT IN A SAFe AND eFFIcIeNT WAY. TO ThIS eND, 

it is not just the operation but also the necessary equipment that requires an attentive 

approach. Dutch full-service specialist Liftal is an expert in lifting technologies and has 

met many challenges over the years in the field of hoisting, lifting and fall protection. 

Never a Dull Moment
TAILOr-mADe hOISTINg AND LIFTINg SOLuTIONS

Liftal’s employees have 
considerable practical experience.
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Fewer Things to Worry About
As the lifting and hoisting sector is currently 
dealing with innumerable rules and 
regulations, many customers do not know 
exactly what needs to be done, or how. Liftal’s 
employees have considerable practical 
experience, so they can provide a reliable 
assessment of an operation, how much time is 
required and which materials are needed. This 
means that customers have fewer things to 
worry about. 

Refresher Courses
practical experience is not the only thing 
which makes a difference; the company is also 
a front-runner when it comes to certified 
inspectors. each and every one of Liftal’s 
inspectors has full, all-round qualifications. To 
keep staff up-to-date, Liftal invests 
substantially in training and yearly refresher 
courses, also in the field of all the latest 
legislation and regulations. On top of this, the 
improvement in both digitalisation and 
automation gives them the competence to 
take on specialised projects. Over the past 
years the Liftal team has doubled in number. 
All this additional capacity allows them to 
provide their customers with a quicker service. 

i. www.liftal.com

First ATEX Certification in Lifting and Hoisting Sector

Liftal is the first company in the 
sector which may call itself an 
ATeX/Iecex certified Service 
Facility. This certification sets it 
apart as the only company which 
can function as a full partner to 
the petrochemical, maritime and 
offshore industries in terms of 
delivery, installation, inspection, 
maintenance and repair of 
explosion-protected lifting 
equipment. The certification 
means that not only the hoisting 
products Liftal provides, but also 
the hoist-related services they 
offer, such as inspections, tests, 
maintenance and repairs, are 
always explosion-protected, and 
that is a comforting thought. 
hans hirdes, manager of the 
Liftal branch in Vlissingen, 

explains, “Our suppliers often know a lot about the ATeX design of their products and about laws 
and regulations around explosives, but cannot always say exactly to what extent maintenance 
activities conform to them. That made us decide to get the ATeX certificate ourselves.” The ATeX 
certification complements other certifications for lifting and work equipment, such as LeeA. “The 
entire certification and training process has taken about six months, but this is actually only the 
beginning. each year, DekrA certification, the institute which has certified us, will check that we 
are still operating according to the ATeX standards, both in our office and also in the field. So 
there’s no question of relaxing,” says paul kuipers, unit manager Industry and ATeX Officer at 
Liftal. 

Mr Kuipers (left) and Mr Hirdes (right), showing the ATEX 
certificate.

The burgeoning offshore 
wind industry results in 
new challenges for heavy-
lift contractors.

Liftal has built an impressive track 
record in the offshore industry.
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Where to find us

VLISSINGEN
LIFTAL
pO Box 80
NL-4450 AB  heinkenszand
The Netherlands

Address for visitors
groenlandweg 4
harbour number 4056
NL-4455 SN  Vlissingen-Oost
The Netherlands
T +31 (0)118 488 450
F +31 (0)118 488 451
E vlissingen@liftal.com

YERSEKE
LIFTAL 
pO Box 90
NL-4400 AB  Yerseke
The Netherlands

Address for visitors
kreeft 22
NL-4401 NZ  Yerseke
The Netherlands
T +31 (0)113 571 523
F +31 (0)113 573 793
E yerseke@liftal.com

TEMSE
LIFTAL NV
Industriezone TTS
Duitslandstraat 4
B-9140  Temse
Belgium
T +32 (0)3 710 1182
F +32 (0)3 710 1184
E temse@liftal.com

FOR FRANCE
compagnie mecO
58, Avenue de garlande
92220 Bagneux
France
T +33 (1) 40 92 73 65
E info@compagniemeco.com
I www.compagniemeco.com

www.LifTaL.com


